
 

Annex 1 – Response 
Template 
 
1. The Department is seeking comments by Thursday 24 May 2012. 

2. DECC will then publish a summary of the comments received on the DECC 
Website, and continue to work through the issues set out in this document for the 
remainder of the year, following up specific points with stakeholders and expanding 
the evidence base.  This should then enable the Department to publish a document 
containing a range of policy proposals for decarbonising heat within 12 months.  

3. Please use the table below as a template to respond to the published questions. 
It will help us to record and take account of your views. Responses should be sent to  
heatstrategy@decc.gsi.gov.uk  
by Thursday 24 May 2012. 

4. Also, please provide evidence for your answers and comments where possible. 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

Respondent Name: Celia Greaves 

Email Address: c.greaves@synnogy.co.uk 

Contact Address: Church Barn, Fullers Close, Aldwincle, Northants, NN14 3UU 

Contact Telephone: +44 (0) 1832 721027 

Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation? Organisation 

Organisation Name: UK Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association (UKHFCA) 

How were members’ views assembled: via UKHFCA Member review of applicable 
documents and consolidated email response   

Would you like this response to remain confidential? No  

If yes, please state your reasons: 

 

 

 



 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: THE HEAT CHALLENGE  

Q1: Do you agree with the nature of the challenge described for reducing 
emissions from heating and cooling across the UK? 

Agree 

Please explain: 

Fuel cells (e.g. fuel cell combined heat and power (CHP) systems) are a more efficient way to obtain 

good value energy from natural gas than conventional technologies, and are a part of the short term 

solution to reducing carbon through efficiency savings.  

The Heat Strategy document correctly highlights that natural gas by itself is not a long term solution for 

either electricity (as a source of heat for users) or as an energy vector by users without carbon capture 

and storage (CCS).  

The Strategy recognises the role that low carbon hydrogen and fuel cells can play, but not quite to the 

breadth and extent that the UKHFCA believes is technically and economically possible and achievable. 

Q2: Do you have evidence that we should be taking account of as we develop 
our view of this challenge?  

Your answer:  

The inserted schematic diagram shown below illustrates the wide-ranging and cross-sector role that 

low carbon hydrogen can play in the future. In particular we would like to draw attention to the 

opportunity to:  

- In the short term, produce hydrogen locally through electrolysis using cheap off-peak electricity; and 

- In the 2020’s and onwards, shift hydrogen from electricity production to heat, given the wider 

availability of hydrogen expected from gasifiers running 24/7 (utilising biomass, waste, coal and 

gas).  



 

Hydrogen pathways are shown in red. Note that the above schematic diagram refers to the period 

2020-2050.   

We believe that fuel cell CHP is particularly well positioned to allow low-carbon, ultra-efficient heat and 

power generation. Traditional gas fuelled CHP offers significant carbon reductions and fuel cell CHP, 

due to much higher efficiencies when compared to traditional gas turbines, can deliver even greater 

carbon savings.  

The Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospitals NHS Trust achieved a 30% reduction in CO2 

emissions through the installation of two 2.7MW natural gas fired engines and boilers, operating at 

efficiencies of around 31% and 80% respectively. If the CHP engines were replaced with an equivalent 

fuel cell system, the electrical efficiency would be well above 45%, resulting in even higher GHG 

emission savings. Furthermore, with the fuel cell CHP power-to-heat ratio of approximately 1:1, the fuel 

cell would match the Hospital’s heat demand better. Currently, as a result of the heat to the power ratio 

of ~1:2–1:3 for the existing installation, ~25% of the total heat generated is rejected. By installing a fuel 

cell CHP, the Hospital would additionally benefit from silent operation of the system.  

Further evidence on the benefits offered by fuel cell CHP is presented in the answer to question Q9.  

Q3: Are there other dimensions that we should be factoring in as we pursue our 



 

responses to this challenge? 

Your answer: 

Infrastructure to support the distribution of hydrogen is already available in low pressure systems 

(largely as a legacy of town gas which contained hydrogen (as part of that mix of gases) and as 

dedicated networks in industrial areas. The addition of new, and re-use of suitable old gas networks 

should be encouraged in planning for greater use of hydrogen for the future.  

In general, industry is expected to seek novel uses for distributed and low cost hydrogen. These new 

applications may need to make use of Government direct and indirect support and implementation 

mechanisms to enable investment decisions by industry. 

Q4: Do you have evidence about the role that different technologies or 
approaches might play in our response to the challenge, or the key barriers that 
we will have to address? 

Your answer:  

Key considerations for Government to enable low carbon hydrogen and flexible and efficient fuel cells 

to play a key role, without limiting the opportunities for other approaches, are: 

1. Recognise variable gas mixes in the existing gas system 
2. Ensure that low carbon hydrogen produced under the EMR as an intermediate step in the CCS 

process of pre-combustion capture of CO2 is equally incentivised for use for heat by industry, 

together with commercial and domestic users, as an alternative to the immediate production of 

electricity under the EMR. 
3. Future proof the next generation of natural gas appliances to ensure that such appliances are 

tested to be able to run on up to 100% hydrogen by 2025. 

The details behind these conclusions are included in answers to Q9, Q12, Q14 and Q15. 

CHAPTER 1: MANAGING HEAT DEMAND IN BUILDINGS 

Q5: Do you agree with the barriers and opportunities set out in relation to 
managing demand for heat in buildings? 

N/A 

Agree/Disagree/I don’t know (Please delete as appropriate) 



 

Please explain: 

Q6: Do you have evidence from existing projects to demonstrate the costs and 
benefits of demand management solutions in reducing emissions? 

Your answer: N/A 

Q7: If you have been practically involved in managing heat demand in 
buildings, what lessons can you share? 

Your answer: N/A 

Q8: What policies should the Government pursue to promote or facilitate 
improvements in the management of heat use in buildings, both domestic and 
commercial? 

Your answer: N/A 

CHAPTER 2: TRANSFORMING BUILDING-LEVEL HEATING 

Q9: Do you agree with the barriers and opportunities set out in relation to 

heating and cooling solutions in homes and other buildings? 

Agree 

Please explain:   

The UK HFCA agrees that, in the first instance, maximising the efficiency of use of current fossil fuel 

resources must be achieved. The UK has limited resources which need to be used as wisely as 

possible. In a fuel cell, chemical energy is transformed to power directly, without the initial conversion 

to mechanical energy. This means that fuel cells are much more efficient than other forms of 

generation. Essentially, fuel cells deliver more electricity for the same amount of fuel when compared 

with other technologies. 

We believe that fuel cell CHP is particularly well positioned to allow low-carbon, ultra-efficient heat and 

power generation at scales from 0.5kWeoeration at scales from 0.5kW to 400kWe from natural gas 

using current infrastructure. Rollout of natural gas-fuelled fuel cell CHP could be started immediately, 

and large scale deployment would deliver substantial reductions (40-50%) in the carbon intensity of the 



 

combined heat and power generated. 

Each residential scale fuel cell CHP unit can reduce annual household emissions of CO2 by up to 2.1 

tonnes when compared to a condensing boiler of 90% efficiency and grid electricity. While fuel cell 

microCHP is entering commercial markets, larger scale fuel cells have been installed in thousands of 

units globally (an industry review quotes 7,400 shipments of stationary fuel cells in 2010 alone). A 

recent UK example is the highly prestigious Transport For London Palestra building in Southwark, 

London. The fuel cell supplies the building with 200kW of electricity and 225kW of thermal energy, of 

which High grade heat generates 90kW of cooling. After a year of operation, the Palestra fuel cell has 

been accredited as Good Quality CHP. 

As the use of natural gas must reduce further to achieve our carbon reduction targets, fuel cell CHP is 

extremely well suited to use low carbon hydrogen instead of natural gas. Typically fuel cells sold to use 

natural gas are designed or can be simplified to run on 100% hydrogen. The UK HFCA foresees that 

cost competitive low carbon hydrogen will become available in the 2020’s from low marginal value wind 

and from fossil fuel plants using IGCC technology with CCS. Initially in local areas this will give rise to 

the availability of natural gas with low percentages of hydrogen (hythane) and pure hydrogen. Current 

micro CHP units and other gas appliances will be replaced before 2050. It would be desirable to 

ensure that specifications for new appliances allow for the gas supply to range from pure natural gas, 

through low percentages of hydrogen to pure hydrogen. 

The heat and power generated from fuel cells can have a zero-carbon footprint when the system is 

fuelled with biogas (either directly or through the natural gas distribution network) or hydrogen 

produced from renewable electricity via electrolysis. In CHP installations running on biogas, fuel cells 

can achieve efficiencies of 80%-90%. In addition to significant efficiency gains, the absence of 

combustion processes in a fuel cell significantly reduces emissions of nitrogen and sulphur oxides 

(NOx and SOx), as well as fully eliminating particulate matter 

As highlighted above, high-temperature fuel cell system installed today and designed to work on 

natural gas can easily be adapted to take renewable fuel (such as biogas) or hydrogen in the future. By 

incentivising today’s short term decisions on investment in fuel cells, the UK Government will reduce 

the total costs of full implementation by 2050.  

Q10: Do you have evidence from existing projects to demonstrate the costs and 
benefits of heating and cooling solutions in reducing emissions in homes and 
other buildings? 

Your answer:  

Experience from existing fuel cell CHP projects, based on today’s technology, shows that it will take, 



 

on average, 25% longer to pay back than an internal combustion engine project (7 years, compared to 

5.6 years for ICE). Conversely, at the end of 15 years, the fuel cell-powered system has usually shown 

savings of over four times those of the ICE-powered system. For industrial and community power 

customers, an energy service company (ESCO) business model will help to overcome issues around 

the larger initial capital investment needed. 

 

At residential scale, and based on information published in Japan, the cost of fuel cell microCHP is in a 

range of £20,000-30,000 per unit installed (data from 2008 to 2010)1. The current best available price 

for a fuel cell microCHP is £20,000 plus installation costs of £5k2.  

Q11: If you have been practically involved in installing heating and cooling 
solutions, what lessons can you share? 

Your answer: N/A 

Q12: What policies should the Government pursue to promote or facilitate low 
carbon heating and cooling solutions in homes and other buildings? 

Your answer: 

Fuel cells will follow the same cost reduction curve as many renewable technologies. As with the 

renewable sector, fuel cells will require support to gain market introduction traction and the 

commensurate volume increases that will yield economies of scale in production and throughout the 

relevant fuel cell and hydrogen technology supply chains. Such support is traditionally provided by 

Government; a number of countries provide subsidies directly attributable to the use of fuel cells. The 

efficiency gains from the use of fuel cells should be appropriately rewarded and supported under 

existing support schemes, such as the Renewable Obligation and Feed‐In Tariff scheme, whether the 

fuel used is renewable or not.  

 

Under the proposed Electricity Market Reform (EMR), CCS is encouraged to contribute to low carbon 

generation along with renewables and nuclear. One CCS technology, that of pre-combustion capture of 

CO2 from the primary feedstock (coal, gas, biomass or waste), converts the energy into hydrogen, 

which is then used to generate electricity. This is (at the large scales such as in the Government’s 

current CCS Commercialisation Competition) usually done in the same way as natural gas is used in a 

CCGT plant. In effect at the entry to the CCGT plant, the hydrogen is a substitute for natural gas, and 

the generation plant can use either gas to make electricity. In other words, the CCS pre-combustion 

                                                       
1 http://www.jdsassociates.com/download/home/MicroCHP/pdf 

2 Source: Bluegen, CFCL/EON JTI SOFTPACT project 



 

process under the EMR is enabling an energy vector that is as cost effective as natural gas at the point 

of entry into the CCGT part of the process. The opportunity therefore arises for that hydrogen to be an 

economic substitute for natural gas for non electricity uses, such as for heat and transport, given the 

same decarbonising incentives as under the EMR. The enabling and use of this low carbon hydrogen 

should be a primary target of the Government’s Heat Strategy. 

 

In addition, the CCS plant itself may be configurable to contribute directly to local heat network 

opportunities. 

Q13: What are challenges to skills development and capacity building to 
significantly increase the number of domestic renewable heating installations?  

Your answer: N/A 

Q14: Do you have evidence on the viability, economics and performance of 
hydrogen in building heating applications, including distribution through 
existing gas pipes?  

Your answer:  

In the UK, the cost of natural gas distribution to the domestic consumer is ~1/5th of the distribution cost 

of electricity per kWh. This is expected to be similar for the distribution of hydrogen via the gas 

network.  

 

Using existing low-pressure natural gas networks for hydrogen transport is an attractive proposition; 

this could deliver carbon emission reductions at reasonable cost, and be competitive with centrally 

generated electricity. Transporting hydrogen at low pressures (<20bar) does not result in embrittlement 

of gas distribution networks. There is currently ~1000km of hydrogen pipeline in Europe, and the 

hydrogen industry has a long record of safe and secure storage and use of the hydrogen. 

 

Hydrogen can be easily stored over long periods of time and, therefore, is the only commercially 

available solution which can address large seasonal swings in the UK heat demand. This can be 

achieved by decoupling the time of hydrogen production from the time of its use through hydrogen 

storage.  

 

Low carbon hydrogen can be produced from:  

‐ Renewable power (solar, wind) via electrolysis of water 

‐ Fossil fuels with carbon capture and storage  

‐ Biomass and waste feedstock through e.g. gasification  

 



 

Hydrogen can then be used to decarbonise residential, commercial and industrial heat supply, at any 

appropriate scale and location, offering the opportunity to operate production plants according to 

needs, either flexibly or continuously.  

 

Heat generation from hydrogen is capable of matching the peak demand of a building. This is 

impossible for heat pumps, which need to operate continuously. It is expected that greater reliance of 

the UK heating system on hydrogen would be less capital intensive than the electricity grid 

enforcements which would be required to support greater deployment of heat pumps.   

 

The addition of hydrogen to the natural gas network offers significant benefits, including lower carbon 

dioxide emissions per energy unit than the combustion of pure natural gas. This represents significant, 

transitional opportunity, as we move from an emphasis on traditional fossil fuels to a future low carbon 

mix.  

 

As a base of evidence, the NaturalHy project funded by the European Commission has already proven 

that: 

 

‐ “depending on the steel from which high pressure pipelines are constructed, these pipelines 

could be used for gas mixtures that contain up to 50% of hydrogen 

‐ safety related to the transmission, distribution and use of natural gas is not significantly 

compromised compared to the current situation with natural gas if up to 20% of hydrogen is 

added to natural gas. Additions up to 50% might be feasible but must be assessed case by 

case 

‐ for properly adjusted appliances and favourable conditions of natural gas quality, conventional 

domestic appliances can accommodate up to 20% of hydrogen” 

 

Further details and evidence are available at http://www.naturalhy.net 

 

CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPING HEAT NETWORKS IN THE UK 

Q15: Do you agree with the barriers and opportunities set out in relation to heat 
networks? 

Disagree 

Please explain:  

Fossil fuels can have a part in the future by the use of precombustion CCS. Equally important is the 



 

opportunity to apply precombustion CCS to biomass and waste:  

‐ Firstly, as we will need negative emissions to offset residual fossil fuel emissions, 

‐ Secondly, to make better use of the CCS assets by running the capture part with high utilisation. 

This will be achieved by switching the use of the low carbon energy vector (hydrogen) from 

electricity to heat and transport applications, which will offset demand and supply imbalances in a 

particular sector. 

This approach may well reduce the risk of heat networks becoming stranded assets as low carbon 

hydrogen substitutes for gas in CHP or boiler units. Manufacturers of this equipment may have varying 

degrees of difficulty in adapting old units; however, a clear steer from Government that low carbon 

hydrogen is a part of the future energy mix, will enable the new generation of products to be “hydrogen 

ready”. We believe this would mean no real increase in the cost of such products, if manufacturers 

have sufficient lead time.  

Q16: Do you have evidence from existing projects to demonstrate the costs and 
benefits of heat networks in reducing emissions, alleviating fuel poverty or 
reducing fuel consumption? 

Fuel cells are well suited for connection to local heat networks and this is particularly important in 

urban locations, where stricter air quality and noise regulations apply.  

Your answer:  

Q17: If you have been practically involved in setting up heat networks, what 
lessons can you share?  

Your answer: N/A 

Q18: What policies should the Government pursue to promote or facilitate heat 
networks? 

Your answer:  

Q19: Do you see the need to regulate the supply of heat through heat networks 
and, if so, how? 

Yes/No/I don’t know (please delete as appropriate) N/A 

Please explain:  



 

CHAPTER 4: TRANSFORMING INDUSTRIAL HEAT 

Q20: What technical and financial barriers could prevent the switch to low 
carbon heating technologies on industrial sites? 

Your answer:  

The availability of low carbon hydrogen may prompt beneficial re-design of some industrial processes 

because of the particular attributes of combustion with only heat and water as output. 

Q21: What scope is there for further reductions in emissions through energy 
efficiency in industrial processes? 

Your answer:  

 

Q22: Do you have evidence from existing projects to demonstrate the costs and 
benefits of approaches to reducing emissions from industrial heat, including 
combined heat and power? 

Your answer: 

Fuel cell CHP has high potential to reduce emissions across industry (see our response to question 9 

& 10 on benefits of fuel cell CHP).   

 

Industry is looking to use its by‐products as effectively as possible. As an example, the chloralkali 

industry generates hydrogen as a by‐product, which is traditionally used to enhance turbine operations, 

leading to electrical efficiencies of ~30‐35%, or to produce steam with even lower efficiencies. If fuel 

cells are used to utilise the by-product hydrogen this allows direct electrical efficiencies of 55‐60% to 

be achieved. If heat is also recovered and can be used, the efficiencies can be further increased. 

Q23: If you have been practically involved in projects that sought to reduce 
emissions from industrial heat, what lessons can you share? 

Your answer: N/A 

Q24: What policies should the Government pursue to promote or facilitate 
reduction in emissions from industrial heat? 

Your answer: 



 

Low carbon hydrogen is a good alternative in industrial processes that use fossil fuels but cannot 

capture the CO2 emissions due to cost or practical reasons. Therefore facilitating low carbon hydrogen 

as a recognised point of value (without actual electricity generation) will help in the provision of 

industrial heat. 

Q25: What policies should the Government pursue to promote or facilitate 
recovery of waste heat from industrial processes?  

Your answer: N/A 

 


